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Introduction

Seguin, Texas

Concrete City of the South

In the history of building, the word "concrete"

has been used to describe a myriad of concoctions, some

of which are hardly related, very few of which resemble

the particular agglomeration of materials we know today

as "concrete." As is the case now, concrete has always

been an experimentalmaterial: hailed as a panacea, only

to be disowned as the ill-begotten child of madness or

ignorance.
Aside from sporadic periods of popularity and

experimentation, concrete has been the choice of necessity

for many centuries, particularly in utilitarian structures,

for its advocates have always espoused its economy, dura-

bility and flexibility. A "choice of necessity" cannot be

separated from what Iwould call a "choice of opportunity,"

for in each instance, the manifestation of concrete as an

important building material cannot be separated from the

natural resources and the skill of the labor at hand to

give the material form. What has emerged from the series

of apparent abberations and mutations is instead relatively

1
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continuous technological evolution, one form of which has

perhaps ended with the concrete era of Sequin; Texas in

the mid-nineteenth century.



Chapter I

Cob, Pise and Tabby

While the concrete of Sequin is closely related

to modern portland cement concrete, it shares a much

richer relationship with older cob, pise and tabby building

methods. Used primarily for utilitarian structures and

rural residences, these older technologies evolved and

flourished, over a period of many centuries as unique

responses to local materials, cultural traditions and

economic pressures.

Tabby and pise buildings in America differ from

their European counterparts chiefly in their political

context. While their employment in Europe was generally

well integrated within a relatively stable social and

economic framework, the American examples occurred in

military outposts, growing agricultural settlements and

as isolated structures on the edges of the frontier. As

a result, these methods enjoyed a period of experimental

development influenced by new demands and adverse circum-

stances. Together with the availabilityof workable mate-

rials, the lack of sophisticated tools, and the abundance

of labor, the new social and political context provided

great opportunities for the development of tabby and pise.

3
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It is important; to note that while modern con-

crete construction would not have been possible without

the development of portland cement, its employment as a

monolithic material as opposed to a traditional masonry-

binder is due largely to the long tradition of pise, tabby

and later "gravel wall" techniques. While this is an over-

simplification of the technological advances which contrib-

uted to the development of portland cement concrete, it

serves to establish these older traditions as contributing

influences and important materials in their own right.

Cob

Perhaps the oldest building method in this family

is. that in England known as "cob," used as early as the

beginning of the thirteenth century principally in rural

cottages and farmhouses. 1 The primary ingredients of cob

are mud and enough lime to enable it to set, and it is

usually mixed with chopped straw, sand and gravel or

small stones. One variation of the cob wall is "clob,"

which used shilf, or slate waste for the ballast, or

aggregate, in the Cornwall area. Aside from variations in

the exact materials used, the mix and overall construction

process appears to have remained constant.

Cob walls are generally 3 or 4 feet thick, rarely

less than 2 feet, and were raised without shuttering
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Fig. 1. A cob house

(formwork) in 5 to 7 inch lifts. Each layer had to dry

thoroughly before the next was begun, but in good weather,

a small cottage could be completed in 2 single days.2 As

with most building materials, moisture was the primary

enemy of a cob wall, but the design of the foundation and

roofing enabled most "mud wallers" to enjoy a life ex-

pectancy of 150 to 200 years, but several dated from the

late seventeenth century are still in existence.3 The

plinth, or base of the wall, is generally stone, from
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18 inches to 2 feet in height, slightly thicker than the

width of the wall and "above the highest point at which

dung or moist straw was ever likely to be placed against

them." 4 After the mix was trodden by horses or oxen, or

in some cases, by hand, it was piled on the plinth with

pitchforks, tread down by a laborer, and after being

covered with a thin layer of straw, left to dry.5 Gener-

ally each layer was trimmed before the next was begun with

a tool similar to a bakers peel, but made of iron.

Fig. 2. Cob tools

Doors, windows and lintels were set in place during con-

struction, but in some cases were cut out later. The
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layers of straw appear to have the effect of isolating

shrinkage cracks by dividing the planes of contraction. 6

The walls were then given a coating of lime wash or cement

plaster after extensive curing, and if renewed periodically,

was practically impervious to moisture or vermin.

Fig. 3. Cob wall

Roofs were almost exclusively thatched, with

generous eaves, and contribute greatly to the picturesque

appearance of these simple buildings. With slightly

curving walls, windows placed by convenience and seemingly

random appendages for kitchens and fireplaces, the form of

these buildings truly reflects the sensibilities of the

builder, and the appropriateness of the material.

Clough Williams-Ellis provides an analysis of

the typical cob mix:
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Percent

Stones (residue on 7 by 7-mesh sieve) 24.40

Sand, coarse (residue on 50 by 50-mesh sieve). . 19.70

Fine sand (through 50 by 50-mesh sieve) 32.50

Clay 20.60

Straw 1.25

Water, etc 1.55

The addition of lime appears to have been less than common

in the earlier cob buildings, chalk being another stabi-

lizer used. The addition of chalk provides for a more

plastic mix, hence, when trodden, results in a denser,

more stable mass.

Chalk mud is another variant of cob, which

evolved, from demand for pulverized chalk for new cob

construction. Used also for roughcast and chalk-block,

the chalk gave the typical cob mix more plasticity. Chalk

mud walls, on the other hand, may contain as much as three

parts chalk to one part clay,7 and are generally not as

sound as cob. A further evolution of the chalk mud

walls were those composed entirely of chalk, distinct

from chalk block walls. The chalk was "pugged" by adding

water, then poured monolithically into forms. This method

was much less labor intensive than cob or chalk mud, 8

almost an equal in quality, but occurred only in the

"Chalk areas" noted by Clifton-Taylor.
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Perhaps the most salient aspects of cob lie in

the rather ambitious structures executed with such a crude

material. It was plastic in a way that the typical

masonry wall was not., lending itself very easily to

special shapes, and demanding little in the way of detail

that masonry requires to achieve its architectonic poten-

tial. Cob was a particularly appropriate reflection of

the pattern and pace of rural growth; a simple yet precise

technology evolved as a response to pressures both economic

and environmental in nature.

Pise

"Earth has been used for building dwellings from

time immemorial. One method of use, superior to others,

and which was known to the Romans, has been preserved."9

So begins the introduction to a treatise on pise in an

issue of Farmers' Bulletin published in 1926. According

to tradition, "pise de terre, " French for "rammed earth"

is an ancient building method brought by the Romans to

France, later to enjoy a more important popularity in

England. The writings of Pliny (23-79 A.D.) state that

"the watch towers of this material constructed by Hannibal

were in use 250 years after completion."10 The contribu-

tions of the Roman engineers are hardly more evident than

in the rather extensive pise works in the province of
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Fig. 4. A pise house

Lyons, France. The most impressive example is described

in a letter written by a former church rector from that

region in the mid-1700s, describing the demise of a pise

church, nearly 80 years old at the time.

The church was the most remarkable in this style of
building; it is about 80 feet long, 40 feet broad
and 50 feet high; the walls built of pise, 18 inches
thick, and crepe, or rough-cast on the outside, with
lime and sand.11

The church had been destroyed by fire, and in an attempt to

remove apparently damaged sections, the workmen found the

pise walls nearly impossible to knock down.
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The author, one "Jacour," goes on to describe the

current method of building in pise:

A house for a single family is generally finished in
about a fortnight. .The following is the method I
have seen them practice: the earth is pounded as
much as possible, in order to crumble any stones
therein; clay is added thereto in a small quantity,
about one-eighth part. It is all beaten and mixed
up together by repeated blows with a mallet about
10 inches broad and 10 or 15 inches long and 2 inches
thick. The earth being thus prepared, and slightly
wetted, the foundation of the house is dug for;
this is laid with stone, and when it is about 1 foot
high above the surface of the ground, planks are
arranged on each side, which are filled with earth
intended for the wall; this is called Pise -in the
dialect of the country. It is strongly beaten; and
this method is continued successively all round the
building. The walls have more or less thickness
according to the fancy of the owner; Ihave seen
them 6 inches and 18 inches thick. If the several
storeys are intended in such erections, they do not
fail to place beams to support the floors before
they build higher. Of such buildings Inever saw
any consisting of more than three floors at most;
generally they have but two. When the building is
thus finished, it is left for some months to dry;
then such as wish to make the building more solid
and durable, give it a rough-cast coating on the
outside with lime and sand. This is what Ihave
observed during a residence of 3 years in the town
of Montb r ison.12

A traditional building material in Asia and

Africa, as well as Europe,13 pise was probably brought to

this country by the English owing to its fairly extensive

employment there in farm structures and. rural cottages.

The limiting factor in its employment there is the same as

the advantage of the use of cob: the scarcity of wood,

in the case of pise, for "shuttering," or formwork. Its
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period of popularity there came, in large part, due to the

efforts of Henry Holland in the late 1700s, who was very

favorably impressed with the French examples.14 An

impressive example noted in the Farmers' Bulletin was

very likely the result, at least indirectly, of this

favorable attitude toward such a crude building material.

In one of the popular publications of the period of the

Downing genre, J. B, Papworth attributes the popularity

of this method to Holland, and notes its relatively short

lifespan.15

The best soils for pise were those of a gravelly

or sandy consistency, and was placed, nearly dry, with the

exception of a little clay to aid in cohesion. When

built on a rubblestone or brick foundation, the pise wall

could be expected to last many years with little mainte-

nance outside a coat of lime-wash or rough-cast every few

years. Clayey soils are particularly unsuited for pise

because of their affinity for moisture and resulting

expansion and contraction. A German author, however,

recommends a mixture of one part stiff clay, one part

sharp sand and two parts broken stone the size of a wal-

nut.16 The aggregate size, in combination with the sand,

provide a relatively well-graded mix, with the clay acting

as a binder, much in the same way as portland cement is

the binder for modern concrete.
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The advantage of pise over cob is primarily its

quick construction time. As one round is completed,

the shuttering can be raised immediately because no curing

process is involved. Much attention is given to the

shuttering with particular emphasis to repetitive use of

members and securing the boards so the wall does not

spread under the pressure of the rammers.

Typically resulting in a 3-foot by 9-foot section

with scarf-type joints, the lower cross bolts served to

support the lower portion while preventing it from spread-

ing as -well. The earliest examples show dovetailed wood

supports in the absence of metal, and in some cases were

left in place as blocking for interior finishes.

Fig. 5. Pise wall coursing
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As in cob construction, floor and ceiling joists were

generally set in the walls during wall placement, as were

door and window openings, providing secure anchorage,

though arguably difficult to repair or replace.

Later writing on pise almost exclusively es-

poused the material in the context of its notable history,

and appropriateness for employment in rural and farm

structures. One of the earliest books on pise published

in the U.S. delineates one means by which this technology

was transported to the United States, in addition to

English emigrant familiarity with the technique.

In 1791, M. Francois Cointraux published a

treatise on pise which outlined the building method and

was somewhat descriptive of the buildings in the vicinity

of Lyons. The French immigrant clergy, in England in

1795_, apparently convincing in their descriptions of pise

building, were influential in creating interest in the

technique, for in Auguso of that year, the Board of

Agriculture began actively promoting employment of building

in pise.17 In 1797, the Board published extracts from

the French work, to which can be attributed several

substantial English pise structures. 18 Steven Johnson,

author of the American treatise published, in 1806, credits

the Board of Agriculture with his description of the

method, and notes several testimonials to pise in his
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text, in addition to travels in New England to promote

the method, and personal visits to the West Indies to

view Spanish examples, which in all likelihood were actu-

ally tabby.19

This particular text, while not the most signif-

icant of its type., is certainly typical of the publications

dealing with such enterprises. The text is deliberately

designed as a handbook, and while providing a modicum of

academic interest for the reader, is first and foremost

a field manual. Included are methods for testing the

soil, classifying earths, and recommendations such as

using basement excavation for the wall material. In

addition to the walling method already described is gen-

eral advice for keeping vermin and insects out and large

doses of health advice as well. This formula was both

efficient and appropriate, particularly for the settler

who could afford neither to purchase nor to transport

many books.

Later publications offered more particular infor-

mation, expanded illustrations of tools and formwork. 2

The Gilman book, published in 1839, provides an advanced

pise mix which recommends a 24-inch width for walls, and

makes a distinction between pise and "mud walling" which,

though used in England, was attributed to the Irish, An

important reference is cited to Rees's Cyclopedia which
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outlined the entire procedure, which in addition to other

texts,, indicates substantial awareness of the techniques.

It is not to be overlooked that the author, like most

others, had built his own home in the preferred method.

It is also important to note the Americanization of the

techniques, which have reduced the wall thickness and

enhanced the strength of the walls with the increased

addition of lime and gravel. At this point, pise began

to resemble the "gravel" walls of Wisconsin and Texas

more than European pise.

In the 1850s, a number of books included pise

as one of several building techniques available to the

rural "cottage builder," including tabby, adobe, and

gravelwork.21 These retained the substance of earlier

texts and provided further refinements, particularly with

regard to formwork and use of repetitive members. Pise

never quite achieved the popularity in this country that

its promoters would like to have seen. In large part,

this was due to psychological aversion to such a crude

technology, in a land where timber construction was much

quicker and much more familiar to the immigrants, along

with traditional masonry building. One of the primary

advantages of building in pise or tabby was lost; partic-

ularly where so much land needed clearing for agricultural

purposes. Its employment was, in any effect, confined to
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a few scattered rural structures in New England, with a few

notable exceptions, and remains a curiosity.

Tabby

When the Spanish arrived en masse in the New

World in the sixteenth century, they brought with them a

method of building particularly suited to the climate

and natural resources of the Florida coast: tabby.

Inheriting the lime technology from the Romans, they

developed a very workable walling technique that has

withstood many years of use, most notably in St. Augustine,

Florida.
In an article published in 1840, Thomas Spalding

describes the process of building a tabby wall.

Tabby (not tappy, as some have named it) is a mixture
of lime, sand, and shells, or lime, sand and gravel,
or lime, sand and stones, in equal proportions,
with an equal proportion of water to mix the mass.
This mass, well mixed together, is placed between
two boards, kept apart by wooden plugs, with double
heads, of a length proportionate to the thickness of
the intended wall. These planks or boards may run
all around, your building, rising about one foot at a
time. When your tabby mass, being placed between
these planks, and settled down with a spade or
rammer, has two or three days to harden, the planks
are taken away by drawing out the plugs. You may
generally with safety go with this wall two rounds
or feet a week in the summer, covering over your
work in stormy or rainy weather. The task Ihave
required in this work is thirty cubic feet per day,
to mix the material, fill in, and settle down, within
the plank moulds. This is about equal, in quantity
of wall, to six hundred common bricks, the laying of
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which alone, exclusive of the cost of the bricks,
would be quite equal to the mixing and placing the
tabby wall, moving the boxes, etc., etc. Nor is there
any comparison in beauty or durability between a brick
wall and a tabby wall so constructed, after time has
been given for cementing the matter. The whole
becomes a mass of stone almost imperishable under
the operations of time, and only to be re-dissolved
by fire. It is supposed from Roman story, that the
walls of Saguntum, around which Hannibal and the
Scipios battled, were built of tabby. It is known
that there are many walls of this material in Spain,
which have resisted the elements for many centuries,
John Gray Jackson, the late Consul General in
Morocco, speaks of a tower at Mogadore, which is
known to be eleven hundred years old, and which is
now as firm and beautiful as when first erected.
This was the material which General Oglethorpe
employed in all his civil and military works; and
why men coming after him did not continue to do so,
Iknow not.22

"Tapia real" is the proper term for tabby with

lime added to the mix, and is the most prevalent form of

tabby occurring in St. Augustine. In its original form,

the sand and lime mortar mix were poured into the forms,

and then oyster shells were pounded into the mix to form

a dense mass, in the same way that the gravel or stone was

added to the pise mix in England and in later American-

examples. That the English were aware of this method of

building when they acquired control of St. Augustine is

revealed by General James Oglethorpe in 17 36, who recog-

nized the fort at Frederica as "built of tabby."23 Albert

Manucy also notes the concentration of tabby walls on Fort

George Island and a number of antebellum plantation

houses.24
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Fig. 6. Tabby formwork

Consistent with the higher strength of the tabby

mix, compared to pise or cob, the wall thickness varies

from 12 inches to 21 inches, depending on the height of

the structure. In some cases, tabby walls are as high as

25 feet. 25 The application of this material was not

limited to dwelling walls alone, as it was used extensively

in garden walls, floors and roofs as well. The floors

merit particular attention, for when laid with fine

coquina shell and a finer texture of cement, the floors

exhibited the durability and aesthetic qualities of a fine

marble or terazzo floor. 26 This was accomplished in part

to a better mix, and applications of linseed oil. The

process is described by William Gerhard de Brahm, the

British Surveyor General:
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After the ground Floor of the House is well rammed
with heavy Pestles; the above Mortar is to be laid
on four or six inches thick, and beat by three or
more Persons with light Pestles all over, gently
and quickly until nothing of the Mortar will stick
to the Pestles, then a brush of lint-seed-Oil must
be given all over and continue beating until the Oil
disappears. This brushing with Oil and beating is
to be repeated until the Floor is hard, smooth and
shiny; such a Floor will prove near equal to Marble,
cold, easy to be cleaned with a Wet Mop, and aired
to keep out Jiggers, beside all manner of Bugs and
Vermin.27

Tabby roofs, relatively scarce as a domestic

application, were particularly suited in military buildings,

where a stable fighting surface proved a great advantage,

and aided in "bomb-proof ing" the structure. The resistance

to fire cannot be overlooked, tabby being a substantial

improvement over the traditional thatch. However, the

great weight of such an installation must have been a

factor, as the upper floors and roofs of the Castillo de

San Marcos were removed in 1837, presumably resulting

because of some structural failure. There were a number

of flat tabby roofs on residences, which were poured over

planks supported by the rafters (vigas y tablas). A more

successful variation of the tabby slabs consisted of slats

spanning beams over which rows of flat tiles were laid.

Over the tiles was laid a mortar bed and another layer of

tile, which contributed to the improved, stability over the

monolithic tabby roof, which tended to crack much more

eas ily.
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Fig. 7. Azotea roof section

Most of the tabby buildings at St. Augustine were

built between 1700 and 1753, after which many were demol-

ished with the arrival of the English, due to structural

instability and to salvage the lumber. The largest portion

of these employed the typical load bearing wall system

previously described, but several utilized timber rein-

forcing due to the length of curing time involved. This

alternate method employed vertical posts at 5-foot inter-

vals and is known as "ostion y postes."28 These posts

stiffened the wall and provided for "che transfer of the

vertical roof loads without engaging the green wall to

the same degree as the typical tabby construction.

Architecturally, these houses are, for the most

part, unpretentious and rather picturesque. They are

simple forms, unadorned by cornices, hoods or other
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Fig. 8. Ostion y postes wall construction

mouldings, and are truly suited to the temperate climate

with porches and large window openings. Typically oriented

to accomodate the summer breezes, the massive walls helped

to retain the cool of the summer evening and the warmth of

the winter sun.

The methods of building with tabby were published

at least as extensively as pise, and achieved greater
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popularity due to the availability of shell for aggregate,

as well as for burning lime, and the relative scarcity

of wood in the coastal plains.

Writing on tabby early in the nineteenth cen-

tury, outside of military references, is generally included

with writing on pise, and later "gravel" and "concrete"

building techniques. It is important to note the differ-

ence between writings on tabby and pise with regard to the

proportions of the mix. Where pise notes particular

attention to types of earths and dealt in a general way

with additions of lime and gravel, writers on tabby spec-

ified proportions of the mixes almost from the outset.

Thomas Spaulding_, writing on Oglethorpe and the Fort at

Frederica, noted equal proportions of lime, sand, gravel

or shells and water. 29 While tabby generally refers to

a mix with shells as the primary aggregate, the inclusion

of gravel is a significant element in its evolution, and

establishes a clear relationship to the "gravel-wall" and

"concrete" methods later in the mid-nineteenth century.

Although method of placing tabby was described

originally as a monolithic mix, poured into the forms as

such,30 Gilman notes a layer of mortar pounded into a layer

of stones.31 This is more similar to the pise technique

outlined in the same text; and was actually the method

communicated to that author by a General Ma comb who had
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some experience in military applications of tabby. Later

writings advocated the monolithic pour, as did much earlier

descriptions, such as that of de Brahm, and should be

taken as the more standard practice.

The advantages of tabby's solidity, the avail-

ability of materials and familiarity with the technology

all worked together at St. Simons Island, Georgia,

where there was an extensive tabby settlement. This

development apparently outweighed the ease of working in

timber, for St. Simons "was then covered with a thick and

ponderous oakwood." 32 Again, the military requirements

outweighed the ease and familiarity of timber, a factor

which contributes significantly in the early development

of Sequin, Texas.
Also advocated were tabby fences and barns "of

tapered walls where symmetry is not as important." The

finish surfacing of a tabby wall was no small undertaking,

as spalling and plaster cracking came to be a serious

problem. As experiments determined the appropriate curing

period, however, these irritations became problematic and

much attention was given to surface decoration. The

Cyclopedia states the advantages of a plaster finish over

rough-cas t :

. and Iam not partial to rough-cast; it holds
both dust and water, and is more trouble, too, than
a smooth coat. One good coat of plaister, well
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pressed into the wall, whitewashed, will answer well;
but if a second coat be added, laid off into courses
or blocks, it would be more durable and handsome. 33

The advocacy of ashlar marked plaster is signif-

icant, particularly at this early date (1839), and in

relation to tabby construction. Manucy also notes ashlar

plaster in St. Augustine, occurring as early as the early

nineteenth century.34 While this fad. generally did not

appear in Texas until the Victorian period in the 1870s

and later, its early use on tabby, facilitated by requiring

plaster for stability, increases the probability that it

could have been used much earlier on the Sequin concrete

structures, notably Sebastopol.

Texas Tabby

In addition to the extensive works at St.

Augustine, Florida and St. Simons Island, Georgia, there

were a number of plantation houses in Georgia and other

southeastern states built of tabby, 35 in addition to

many in Texas. The most expansive tabby settlement in

Texas was that at Copano Bay, in Refugio County. Its

importance as a significant port in the new Republic of

Texas was the stimulus for most of the early development

there until the end of the Civil War. Hobart Huson's
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exhaustive History of Refugio County36 provides a detailed

account of the growth and development of this region in

Texas history.

The significance of earlier Spanish settlement

there has not been clearly established with regard to

tabby construction. A large "shell-concrete" cistern on

the Power property has been attributed to both the

Spaniards and the Power family.37 Similarly, the Norton

warehouse located on "the beach" could, have been part of

the old Spanish Customs House. At the time of Copano's

beginnings as a port., however, it was the only "improve-

ment" in the area, and served as a supply of fresh water

for incoming and outgoing ships.

According to Huson, the first residence was

that of Joseph Plummer, about 1840:

It was erected on Power's Point, and was a one-story
affair built of shell-concrete made on the ground.
Its ruins are still in existence. Shortly thereafter
a hamlet began to spring up further up the beach,
all houses being constructed of shell-concrete, roofed
with slate, imported from Ireland or the United
States, and all being build on the bluff, facing
Copano Bay. Between 1840 and 1852 some ten or twelve
of these houses had been built. The ruins of most
remain. 38

The process for constructing these houses con-

sisted of mixing shell, which was taken from the nearby

reefs and burned on the shore with sand and shells, and

poured into forms. 3 Most of the families who built such
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Fig. 9. Map of Copano, Refugio County, Texas

"shell-concrete" buildings were merchants and those who

had fairly extensive land or other holdings, although its

use in mercantile structures attests to its economy. As

the map shows, nearly all of the original buildings at

Copano were constructed of this "shell-concrete," and after
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its decline as a port, the major development turned from

the bay itself to nearby Refugio, where the difficulty of

transporting the shell was more than outweighed by the

ease of employing other materials.

Of the dozen or so tabby buildings on the bay,

most were apparently rather large and impressive structures,

sporting slate roofs and very likely well furnished and

supplied. The largest of these was that of Empressario

James Power. A large two story structure, it was built

near the original Plummer house, which was used as a

kitchen and dining room, and was the center of the local

social life. Both the Norton and Lambert stores were

two story structures, Norton's including tabby outhouses

and cisterns. The size of these buildings is one indica-

tion of the activity in the area, and Huson notes that

Norton "forwarded supplies for Goliad, San Antonio, and

points as far west as Uvalde."40 In 1850, Norton opened

another store in Refugio, took on his brothers as partners,

and continued to grow until the Civil War and the Federal

blockades. At present, the site is in ruins.

Contemporary settlements at Lamar and St. Mary's

also contained a number of tabby buildings in addition to

cisterns, walls and other tabby structures.41 While the

most likely single influence in the employment of tabby

on the Texas coast is that of the early Spanish settlements,
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it is more likely that the background of the settlers,

most from the southeast, played a significant role, in

addition to the local availabilityof lime and shell.

Fowler's "gravel-wall" technique had not yet been pub-

lished, and the newcomers, many of whom were well educated,

probably were aware of the Georgia coast tabby, as well

as numerous plantation houses and other tabby structures

which occurred in a number of locations throughout the

south.42 The influence of publications on both tabby

and pise, while predating Texas tabby in general, is

difficult to assess, largely because no direct reference

to such publications has been encountered, and the expan-

siveness of their distribution or availability is not well

known. A combination of all these factors, in addition

to an apparent willingness to experiment with new materials

in what was then the "outback" of the country, is a much

more appropriate assessment of the influences that shaped

those settlements.
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Chapter II

Natural Cements and

the "Gravel-Wall"

In conjunction with pise and tabby technology,

the rapid, development of the cement industry from the

1750s to the 1830s both in Europe and the United States

provides an important context for the concrete buildings

of Sequin. First, a brief comparison of the various lime

and cement mixtures will distinguish the early Roman

cements from the more sophisticated portland cements of

the 186 os.

The basic process which is common to all of the

cements consists first of burning lime in kilns of one

form or another. The resulting "clinkers" are then ground

into a powder which is the resulting cement.

Common lime , Common lime is made by burning

relativelypure limestone usually in open kilns. Used

by the Romans in mortars and plasters, it was also used

extensively in combination with Tufa and Pozzolana

caementa.1

Pozzolana ( Puz zuolana). The name of this cement

is derived from Puzzuoli, Italy at the base of Mt. Vesivius

33
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and reflects its volcanic origins.2 Powdered, puzzuolana

stone was enriched by slaked lime and added to sand to

form a type of hydraulic mortar.

Hydraulic lime. Containing generally 18 percent

to 25 percent clay, this form of lime will harden under

water, hence the term "hydraulic." In its natural state,

the rock was quarried and burned in the same fashion as

common lime, and was exploited for its hydraulic properties

Analysis of the properties of hydraulic lime by John

Smeaton and others in England3 led to the employment of

natural cements.

Natural cement. Containing more clay than

hydraulic lime (30 percent versus 25 percent), natural

cement was a material used in its naturally occurring

form, without the addition of lime. It contained, the

properties of hydraulic lime, enhanced by the higher

proportion of clay in the mixture.

Portland cement. Generally attributed to

Joseph Aspidin, portland cement is an artificial or

controlled mixture of limestone and clay combined "in

a fit state for making cement." 4 Aspidin received a

patent for this product in 1824 using the term "portland"

taken from the stone naturally occurring around Portland,

England because of the similarity of color to that of the
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cement. Aspidin's cement, roughly the same material as

modern portland cement, was not really known in the U.S.

until the 1850s and not imported to any great degree until

the late 1860s and early 1870s. 5

By comparison, the natural cements were burned

in open kilns under much less controlled circumstances

and much lower temperatures than were the portland cements,

and were favored in the U.S. until the 1880s, This re-

luctance to employ portland cements was due largely to

the extensive and successful utilization of the natural

cements in the English and later American canal systems.

The Eddystone lighthouse built in England in

1756 by John Sraeaton is perhaps the most significant of

the early efforts to understand the mechanics of hydraulic

mortars. By discarding the nodules that did not easily

slake, the resulting cement contained a higher proportion

of clay, which enabled quicker setting, and facilitated

submerged hardening of the mortar.6 Later patents by

Joseph Parker in England coined the term "Roman Cement"

(1796) and utilized the advantages of rock containing

such a higher percentage of clay. This development in

the cement industry had a significant impact on the growing

industrial dependence on canals, both in Europe, and.

particularly in the United States.
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The construction of the Erie Canal, begun in

1817, was to have a most dramatic effect on the local and

national economies, greatly facilitating transportation

of raw materials to the east coast manufacturing centers,

as well as products and supplies to the hinterlands. Be-

fore the ascendance of the railroads, overland routes

were much too cumbersome, and the traditional means of

moving raw materials by water in Europe was obviously the

more desirable method at that time, given the existing

network of rivers. Historically this mode of transporta-

tion was a significant force determining both the location

and form of urban and manufacturing centers. "Break of

Bulk" points, such as New York and Philadelphia, grew

rapidly as did various locations along the Hudson River

in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries.

As the demands for raw materials and other types of com-

munication increased, pressure grew to link growing

centers in the Great Lakes region to the Atlantic seaports.

The construction of the canal eventually led

to the discovery of natural cement rock in the United

States, and was chiefly the result of experiments by

Canvass White. 7 Having become familiar with the canal

systems in Europe, principally in England, White worked

with canal excavations in Madison and other counties in

New York8 and determined that it was as good or better
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than the Roman cement currently imported, from England for

the work. In 1820, White received a patent for the

cement, and it was used on the remaining sections of the

canal. This discovery led to a rapid growth of the in-

dustry in New York state; among them plants at Rosendale

and Akron in the 1830s. 9

With the construction of the canal along the

Lehigh River in Pennsylvania came the development of the

Lehigh Valley natural cement district. As with other

enterprises of this nature, the natural formation was

discovered by chance and successfully exploited during the

construction of the canal.

Natural cement plants in the United States

developed in conjunction with canal construction include

those at Hancock and Cumberland, Maryland (1836-1837)

noted for their similarity in quality to early portland

cement. The Utica, Illinois works (1838) were developed

in conjunction with the Illinois and Michigan canal.

Many other natural cement plants were in operation and

furnished cement for canals, bridges and other projects:10

Louisville, Kentucky (1829)
Williamsport, Pennsylvania ( 1831)
Balcony Falls, Virginia (1848)
Cement, Georgia (1850)
Vallejo, California (1863)
Fort Scott, Kentucky (1867)
LaSalle, Illinois (1869)
Howes Cave, New York (186 9)
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Buffalo, New York (1874)
Milwaukee, Wisconsin (1875)
San Antonio, Texas (1879)
Canon City, Colorado (1881)
Mankato, Minnesota. (1883)

Second only to the New York district in impor-

tance and related to the concrete of Sequin, was the

development of the field near Louisville, Kentucky in

1829 with the building of the Louisville and Portland

Canal around the falls of the Ohio River.11 The high

quality of the cement there became well known, and after

a time, was shipped as far as Ontario, Canada, Florida

and as far west as the Rocky Mountains. The richness of

the area is attested to by the great number of mills

built, and the duration of their prosperity. These in-

cluded no less than ten plants, several built well into

the 1880s and early 1890s, which supplied cement for

bridges, waterworks, street foundations, sewers, tunnels

and dams in addition to the original canal works.

The extensive use of natural cements and the

requisite research and development efforts in conjunction

with such large scale construction efforts underscores

its importance as a significant building material.

While almost exclusively used as a binder for conventional

masonry work, undoubtedly experimentation was underway

exploring the use of natural cement as a monolithic

material, such as that resulting in an "interesting little
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structure of poured concrete ... in New York City" 12

reported in the August 1835 issue of Mechanics Magazine

and Register of Inventions and Improvements. The author

gave credit to the work of Obadiah Parker and promised

publication of future development of such "concrete"

buildings. 13

The Europeans' use of monolithic concrete was

developed much in advance of that in the U.S., particularly

by Sir Robert Smirke in England in the 1820s for footing

work, and by the French slightly earlier. 14 While the

development of concrete systems in Europe is generally

integrated with the use of steel reinforcing in floor

systems in the 1840s and 1850s, contemporary efforts in

the U.S. were largely confined to the development of wall

systems, employing much less sophisticated materials and

techn ique s.
Still depending largely on traditional masonry

and vast timber resources as primary building materials,

it is not difficult to understand, in retrospect, that the

potential of cements and concrete went largely unrealized

until late in the nineteenth century. In a small way,

however, this potential was realized, in a number of small

communities in the United States, one of which is Sequin,

Texas between 1840 and 1860.
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Following Obadiah Parker's experiments in New

York, the work of Joseph Goodrich of Milton, Wisconsin was

brought into the limelight by Orson Squire Fowler in his

book A Home for All or The Gravel Wall and Octagon Mode

of Building in an edition published in 1853. 15 Fowler's

first edition was a best seller which espoused the virtues

of the "octagon plan" touted as the most natural and per-

fect form. A noted phrenologist and sexologist, Fowler's

publications relating bumps on the head to personality

disorders were widely read and likely formed a base for

the popularity of his octagon book. When he visited

Milton, Wisconsin in 1850, after hearing of Joseph

Goodrich, he found the walls "as hard as stone itself,

harder than brick walls." 16 Fowler paid 6 cents per blow

to strike the walls with a sledge hammer (to repair the

damage) "till fully satisfied as to their solidity and

strength."17 Fowler, duly impressed, rewrote his book

to include the gravel wall method as nature's material

for nature's octagon plan, and proceeded to construct an

impressive home for himself near Fishkill, New York over-

looking the Hudson River.18 "Fowler's Folly" provided a

striking visage rising three stories above the knoll, with

sixty rooms including entries, basement and a
twenty-foot glass-domed octagonal cupola. Each of
the upper floors contained twenty rooms, among them
playroom and dancing room, gymnastic floor for unlaced
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female dress reformers, a dressing room for every
bedroom, a library and a room for minerals, shells
and portraits, an author's study and a prophet's
chamber. 19

Completing the composition, the octagon was completely

surrounded by verandas with a great monumental stair

leading to the main level. Fowler's revised book even-

tually was published in five editions20 and indicates its

degree of popularity.

Joseph Goodrich' s grout buildings in Wisconsin

predate the majority of the concrete work in Sequin by at

least 5 years, with the construction of the Milton House

in 1844.21 Goodrich and others eventually built many

grout buildings, nine of which remain today. They are

notable for their relatively simple vernacular forms, with

small "eyebrow" windows, and are typical of many of the

early pioneer homes in Wisconsin. Goodrich moved his

family to Wisconsin in 1839 from Allegany County, New

York and probably brought with him knowledge of Obadiah

Parker's work in New York state, as well as the growing

natural cement- industry surrounding the construction of

the Erie Canal. 22 The materials around Milton were par-

ticularly suited to Goodrich' s purpose, and after some

experimentation, he found that 1 bushel of lime to 12

bushels of gravel was an optimum mix.23 Two of the nine
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remaining structures are of grout block, and were probably-

built in the 1860s 24 by others influenced, by Goodrich' s

work.
Particularly notable is Milton House (1844)

which was originally a two story structure. The facade

is an interesting result of Goodrich' s pragmatic approach

and an unusual sense of architectural sensitivity. Built

as an inn, the hexagonal plan was used to great advantage,

as the interior partitions fall in the middle of the

exterior walls,, unlike Fowler's octagon plan, in which

such walls fall at the corners creating virtually useless

space. These rooms open on a central hall which surrounds

a spiral staircase wrapped around a large column. This

column functioned as a central support for the structure

and its concave roof which drained through it to a cistern

in the basement.

Individual stoves in the rooms were exhausted

through a portion of it as well, functioning somewhat

like the thermal mass created by the central fireplace

in early New England homes. Without a normal peaked roof

to give the building some form of architectural interest,

Goodrich built each facet of the hexagon as an individual

facade, complete with imitation gable and chimney. Even-

tually, he added a long block of rooms which served as
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stores and shops as well, and a third story was added in

1861} the year of Goodrich's death.

While the influence of Fowler is undeniably

present in the resulting octagon fad in New York state,

the impact of his work was felt nationwide. One of the

most impressive octagon buildings among others build

between the mid-185Os and the 1870s is "Longwood" in

Natchez, Mississippi. Several of these are built in the

gravel wall technique, and Fowler must be given some of

the credit he claims "appreciating its superiority,

applying it on a large scale, and greatly improving the

mode of putting up this kind of wall."25
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Chapter III

Concrete in Seguin

Frederick Law Olmsted was one of many travelers

to Texas in the 1850s and provides this description of

Sequin:

About a mile from the river we entered Sequin. It
is the prettiest town in Texas, at least of those we
saw. It stands on elevated ground in a grove of
shaggy live-oaks which have been left untouched in
their natural number and position, the streets
straying through them in convenient 'directions, not
always at right angles. How wonderful tnat so
cheap and rich an ornamentation should not be more
common. The hotel is large and good. We were
kindly treated and furnished with clear information
at the store of Mr. Wuppermann, of whom we purchased
some supplies.1

Such qualities drew many people eventually to settle in

Sequin, which began in 1838 as a rather tenuous settlement

known as Walnut Springs. Located about 35 miles east of

San Antonio on the Guadalupe River, Sequin was founded

after the abandonment of the settlement at C-onzales by

Umphries Branch, who was empowered by Green DeWitt of

Missouri to settle on land he had acquired from Mexico.

Arriving from Missouri in 1831, Branch attempted to estab-

lish a settlement at Walnut Springs, which was virtually

abandoned after the fall of the Alamo. 2 Following the

victory over Santa Anna at San Jacinto, a group led by

46
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Joseph Martin arrived at Walnut Springs from Gonzales to

reestablish the town and sell shares to interested

settlers.3 The town was surveyed in 1838 by James Swift

and James Campbell, and later that year shareholders met

in French Smith's cabin to draw lots for property in the

town.4 The land was surveyed in accordance with the

natural features and topography. That is, the shaded

land nearest the springs was mapped for residential and

business use and comprises the "inner" or "town" lots.

The "acre" or "farm" lots surrounded the inner lots to the

east, north and west and were reserved for livestock

grazing and gardening. To the south were the "timber"

or "river" lots which consisted of the rich walnut and

pecan groves along the river.5 Each of the inner blocks

measures 200 feet square, with 70 feet between blocks.

Two blocks were reserved at the center of the inner blocks

as a public square, which proved to be a convenient place

to butcher meat and gather for other community activities.

After the share numbers were drawn on September 12, 1838,

the town began to see renewed activity. Many of the

original shareholders were busy securing the area as

members of the Texas Rangers, among them Ben and Henry

McCulloch. In 1839, the name of the town was changed from

Walnut Springs to Sequin, in honor of Juan Nepomuceno
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Sequin who was a prominent figure in Texas' fight for

independence.6

The role of Jacob de Cordova in the early devel-

opment of Texas and Sequin cannot be overlooked. To a

large degree, the promise of fertile lands, pure water and

a healthful climate preached by de Cordova was responsible

for the vast influx of immigrants. Having acquired, script

on nearly a million acres of land in the 1850s, he deliv-

ered lectures espousing the advantages of Texas in New

York, Philadelphia, and other cities in the northeast.7

In addition, he traveled to Europe, speaking in London,

Paris and other cities. He published several books during

that period, including maps, and an important treatise in

1856 entitled the Texas Immigrant and Travelers' Guide Book,

which provided lengthy descriptions of the state on a

county by county basis, containing information on land

quality, water resources and agricultural development,

as well as schools and churciies. 8 De Cordova later settled

in Bosque County on the Brazos River and died while

attempting to develop a power project.9 De Cordova's

efforts portrayed a growing picture of Texas and belied

the fragile nature of the early settlements, but, none-

theless, it was instrumental in persuading large numbers of

people to pull up their roots and move to Texas.
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With this brief introduction to the origins

of Sequin, we must digress briefly to evaluate the elements

that shaped Sequin, in order adequately to assess their

relative importance and understand the relationship of

Sequin to the development of natural cements and other

concrete settlements. The form of early settlements in

Texas was shaped prima.rily by the following factors;

A. The location of the settlement

B. The nature of the settlement (agricultural,

manufacturing, transportation)

C. Access to particular building materials

D. The type of labor available to develop local

resourcc s

S. The cultural background of the settlers them-

s elve s.
The German settlements at Fredericksburg and New Braunfels

are two examples which illustrate these elements very

clearly.
In addition to understanding the origins of

the form of these cities in and of themselves, differences

between them can be analyzed also. For example, the

German vernacular forms in Freder icksbur g are similar to

those in New Braunfels, and are directly related to the

common background of the settlers. Distinctions between

them exist because of differing dominant building
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materials, requirements to adapt these forms to different

physical environments and subtle differences in the par-

ticulars of their cultural backgrounds. In a larger

context, the form of cities such as Austin and Houston

in their formative periods can be understood when an

analysis of their more complex roles as state and. national

centers are taken into account as well.

The remoteness of towns such as Sequin from

major manufacturing, transportation and distribution

centers in Texas required an increased dependence on

local skills and materials; particularly when the trans-

portation of supplies was interrupted. The growth during

the period between 1845 and 186 0 was fostered to a large

degree by an era of relative stability following 20 years

of revolution, Comanche Indian raids, and skirmishes with

Mexican troops intent on repatriating the area. As late

as 1842, a Mexican army under General Velasquez captured

San Antonio,10 which was indicative of the overall in-

stability of this part of the state.

The late 1840s saw the establishment of regular

oxcart routes to Indianola,11 as well as New Orleans.

By the early 1850s, stage routes established in 1847

had been developed considerably. Stagecoaches left

Sequin three times a week for Victoria, Port Lavaca,

Indianola, and on to Houston and New Orleans. 12 Ferries
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across the Guadalupe River were established by Joseph

Johnson and Michael Erskine in the late 1840s which

facilitated the development of mail and cart routes.13

While sources point to the existence of these

routes, a more qualitative description, provided by

Jennie Hollamon's grandmother, is helpful in establishing

a broader perspective.

Well, the greater part of my life has been spent
right here. Icame in the early 50s, just as the
country was being cleared of the Indians. .
Then old Sequin was a thriving place, but the
primitive condition of the country and the lack of
transportation facilities, naturally caused a dearth
of building material, so that old Sequin and new
Sequin are in great contrast; but the society here
was as good as anywhere in the South, for much of
it came of the best blood of the States. 14

Many of the first homes in Sequin were built of

logs hauled, from Indianola. Mills operated, by Michael

Erskine, Joseph Johnson and others furnished most of the

lumber used in Sequin by the mid-1850s, much of which was

the furniture quality walnut that was used in many of the

concrete buildings. The lumber of the Johnson House is

typical of the quality available at the time. Roof

framing is roughly milled cypress, floor joists are hand-

hewn cedar logs, all of which provide a striking contrast

to the finely detailed walnut window and door frames,

base, and the elegantly paneled pine doors.
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The presence of the German craftsmen who arrived

with Prince Solms Braunfeis in 1845 provided most of the

skill required for this type of work, as it is highly-

unlikely that local joinery skills had progressed to this

state by the early 1850s. Their influence must have been

significant also in developing local millwork practices in

order to produce such finely detailed work.

The composition of the population played a

significant role in the demand for such work, as well as

increasing the demand for high quality goods from the

east coast via New Orleans and Indianola. Sequin was

unique among many early cities in that the population

consisted of an inordinate proportion of members of the

landed gentry of Kentucky, Tennessee and other southeastern

states. Increased, demands for goods from the east coast

enhanced rapid development of transportation routes from

New Orleans, Indianola and Houston, which provided not

only these manufactured goods, but important communication

with these centers. The particular composition of the

population played a significant role not only in the early

political contributions of the citizens of Sequin, but in

the early development of educational facilities and

aggressive agricultural policies. Sequin was an early

cotton producing area in the state, which provided a base

to support growth in other areas . Families such as the
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Erskines, Johnsons and the Youngs were significant contrib-

utors to these efforts.

Slave labor was a significant factor in the

growth of Sequin, and was responsible for the construction

of several large concrete buildings, Sebastopol among

them. However, the majority of these slaves were owned

by a few of the large landholders, whose vast acreage

could support this system. The majority of the construc-

tion work appears to have been left to the general populus

of the town. Most of the concrete structures were proba-

bly built by the families with which they are associated,

although there were a number of persons who contracted

at least portions of the work or served as superintendents.

August or George Erkel has been associated with the build-

ing of Sebastopol15 and possibly was the "German" credited

as the architect and builder of the Moses Campbell House. 16

Andrew Weill built at least four structures, which made

him somewhat of an expert. John Park was associated with

a number of structures directly as well. In addition,

several .ads similar to that in the Sequin Mercury of 1853

appear advertising well digging and walling. 17

The labor force seems, then to consist of local

entrepreneurs, the wealthy who could command their own

labor, and a large number of those required to rely on

their own resources. This fact in itself is not unique.
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What is unique is that this group eventually built the

largest concentration of concrete structures in the

country. Two other elements have not yet been considered,

which will help to understand this development: the

nature of the local building materials, and the influence

of John Park.

In addition to the timber resources concentrated

largely along the Guadalupe River and the numerous creeks

in the area which feed it, immense alluvial gravel deposits

had accumulated, along the Guadalupe, similar in composi-

tion to the natural cement deposits of New York 18 and

Louisville. Limestone bedrock erosions and normal river

scouring action had created a conglomerate similar in form

to the finished concrete walls, an observation which

apparently had not gone unnoticed by Dr. John Esten Park.

Born in Eatonton, Putnam County, Georgia in 1814, he
was the son of James and Martha (Yandell) Park and
spent his early years in Walker County, Georgia.
He married Rebecca Rosella Hubbard about 1835 and
received medical training at the Louisville Medical
Institute in Kentucky. John and Rebecca Park may
have lived briefly in Arkansas shortly after their
marriage, and they resided in Chatooga County,
Georgia in 1840. 19

Park brought his family to Sequin around 1847 2°2°
and is listed in the 1850 census of Guadalupe County,

along with his wife and seven children. 21 After his

arrival, he was active in community affairs and was one
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of the original shareholders of Guadalupe College Associa

tion in 1848.22 In 1850 as general contractor, he built

the Guadalupe High School and another building for the

"Female Department" in 1852.

Willie Mac Weinert, a local historian, gives

Park credit for numerous other structures, but little

verifiable information has surfaced to support or contra-

dict this assertion. Jacob de Cordova acknowledges Park's

general influence:

From Dr. E. Park, who resides near Sequin, we learn
that there is to "be found in this county any quantity
of the raw material., out of which hydraulic cement
can be manufactured at an expense of not over one
dollar per barrel, and of a quality fully equal to
any imported from the North.

Park's familiarity with this technology could

have come from any of a number of sources. The large

concentration of tabby buildings on the Georgia coast at

St. Simon's Island and other locations in the state are

likely influences. Evidence, however, seem to support

Maxson's conclusion that this assumption is highly

speculative, since Park seems to have remained mostly

inland. 24 Contemporary writings on tabby and tabby

derivatives were probably available to Park at some point

and were likely sought out by him, given his vocation as

a chemist and physician.
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His training at the Louisville Medical Institute

provides the most likely contact with concrete technology

in the form of the burgeoning natural cement industry in

Louisville, Kentucky.25 Established, with the large canal

project on the Ohio River mentioned previously, the growth

of this industry around Louisville and nearby Speeds,

Indiana provided a substantial portion of the local growth

in the 1830s and must have had a significant effect on

the young Dr. Park, although no evidence has surfaced to

support this assumption directly. The combination of

Park's exposure to the natural cement facilities in ■

Louisville, and the probability of his awareness of tabby

construction, were the likely sources of his experimenta-

tion in monolithic wall construction.

The probability of his familiarity with the

tabby process is enhanced by the particular nature of his

walling method. Olmsted provides this description:

A number of buildings in Sequin are made of concrete--
thick walls of gravel and lime, raised a foot at a
time between boards, which hold the mass in place
until it is solidified. As the materials are dug
from the cellar, it is a cheap mode of construction,
and is said to be as durable, while protected by a
good roof, as stone or brick. One man may erect a
house in this way, calling in mechanics only to roof
and finish. 26

Jacob de Cordova's description in the Immigrant Traveler's

Guide is similar to Olmsted's.27
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When compared, to the methods outlined by Thomas

Spaulding in 1840, and other texts on tabby and pise,

similarities abound. The curing time, heights of pours,,

method of securing forms, and other particulars are nearly

identical. Terminology evolving with the development of

both tabby and pise are very similar. "Scantling" is

used interchangeably with "form work" in early writings

on tabby as well as gravel wall techniques. What have

changed are the specific materials and some of the pro-

portions. Park was apparently familiar with the mechanics

of lime with his background in the sciences, and understood

the particulars of its addition.

A comparison of the composition of the natural

cement rock quarried in Louisville, Kentucky and the

deposits at Sequin provides further interest.

Louisville, Sequin.
Kentucky28 Texas29

Carbonate of lime 58$ 65$

Silica and sand 29$ 20$

Aluminous earth 13$ 15$

100$ 100$

It seems more than plausible to assume that Park's initial

experiments in Sequin were directed toward establishing

the potential of the local deposits, and that toward this

end, some known quantity must have been available to him
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for comparison. Needless to say, if Park was aware of

the composition of the deposits in Louisville, his ex-

periments in Sequin must have been quite encouraging.

The analysis provided above for the composition of the

Sequin deposits were given in de Cordova's text and were

probably furnished to him by Dr. Park.

Aside from the specific origins of Park's

interest in concrete, his influence in Sequin was unde-

niably significant. With Park as its chief promoter in

Sequin, the concrete walling method enjoyed rapid accep-

tance and pervasive growth between 1850 and 1860. In

that time probably more than 100 of these structures were

built,30 of which 29 remain today.

The actual technique of constructing the concrete

wall lent itself very well to the labor available in

Sequin at that time, as well as fulfilling the demand for

an economical building method. Orson Fowler and propo-

nents of pise and tabby methods have stressed among all

other things the economy of their methods. Little skill

was required for constructing crude formwork, for which

roughly hewn lumber served quite adequately. Cellars dug

for the use of the gravel were used to great advantage

as root cellars and storage for vegetables. With a small

amount of supervision, the quality of the mix itself

remained relatively consistent, although remains indicate
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that this was a continual problem. This seems to indicate

that a great many of the structures were built by their

owners. The possibility of building one r s own shelter,

cheaply, relatively secure from the threat of fire and

Indian attack provided a unique attractiveness for concrete,

and probably played as important a role as Park's efforts.

However, it is probable that without the experi-

mentation and promotion by John Park, concrete would, never

have enjoyed this period of immense popularity. The

success of early large scale building projects such as the

Guadalupe Male Academy (1850) must have convinced critics

of the feasibility of this method. Fortunately, the other

members of the Guadalupe High School Association were some

of the most influential citizens of Sequin, without whose

support the project would have never been contemplated.

With such a convincing accomplishment, quickly followed

by the construction of the Female Academy, it is probable

that many local entrepreneurs ceased to curse the darkness

of strained supply lines from Indianola and began to build

with concrete.

During this period, Park's concrete evolved from

the roughness of the Navarro Ranch House to the elegant

refinement of th.c Johnson House and Sebastopol, exhibiting

the finest Greek Revival detailing in Sequin. The simple

form of these concrete buildings became an ideal background
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for the craft of the local German woodworkers. The simplic

ity of the construction method itself was exploitedby both

the enterprising farmer as well as the wealthy landowner.

The conclusion that any one of many contributing

elements was responsible for this period in Sequin' s

history denies the existence of the complex relationship

that existed between location, population, local skills and

resources as well as the influence of John Park. Concrete

was the choice of opportunity as well as the choice of

necessity. It filled a need that would probably have

been met by a more intensive development of timber re-

sources perhaps, but the fact remains that concrete enjoyed

a brief but full life in Sequin.

Sequin contains the largest known concentration

of these early concrete buildings in the United States,

with possibly as many as 100 existing at one time. There

are over 70 documented structures included in the survey

which follows in the next chapter. The oldest concrete

community of Milton, Wisconsin (1840s) may have contained

15 or 20 of these structures at one time.31 In the Mormon

city of Parowan, Utah, Morgan Richards is credited with

influencing the construction of at least 20 concrete

buildings after his arrival in 1854.32 There are numerous

examples of these early concrete buildings throughout the
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country,, including many in Texas, 33 but in these three

cities, it gained an acceptance and popularity found

nowhere else.
There are many threads which tie these three

communities together, the most notable of which is the

work of Orson Fowler. Mormon wanderings from communities

such as Nauvoo; Illinois which possibly reached as far as

Sequin or Milton may have brought the technology to Utah,

as itinerant craftsmen sought outside work to support

their families.34 Washington Goodrich, who built several

structures in Sequin, may be related to Joseph Goodrich of

Milton, as there were only two or three Goodrich families

to immigrate to the United States in the eighteenth cen-

tury.3 The most significant relationships that exist

between these concrete cities, however, are to be found in

the long history of the basic technology, and the unique

combination of natural resources and a local promoter. The

essence of pise and tabby walling methods was exploited

to its fullest potential as these concrete cities grew

during the mid-1800s. They remain today as perhap-s the

last phase of the evolution of this form of concrete,

eclipsed later in the nineteenth century by the rapid

development of portland cement and reinforced concrete.

The relationship between genetics and environ-

ment in the determination of human personality or form is
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a useful metaphor employed in the analysis of urban form.

Medieval towns, noted for their organic quality, were

unique responses to the natural environment, to the feudal

system, to defense concerns, and to the role of the

Catholic Church. The "genetics" of the evolving socio-

economic system and the state of technology was affected,

to differing degrees by the episodic quality of military

attack, disease, or the whims of a Pope or king, all of

which one could call the "environment." In a similar

way, the evolution of pise, tabby, natural cement and

concrete technology was distinctly shaped by the

fortuitous combination of natural resources and an inclina

tion to employ such materials based, on necessity or the

presence of some outside influence. For the Erie Canal,

that outside influence was Canvass White. In Milton,

Wisconsin, it was Joseph Goodrich, and in Sequin,

Dr. John Park.
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Chapter IV

Survey of Concrete

Buildings in Seguin

NANCY ALLEN HOUSE c. 1854

Southwest corner Travis and Center Streets
Block 29 Lot 8
Destroyed. 1945

After purchasing the lot for 6 dollars from

Bartholomew Buerger, a cabine tmaker, in 1854, Nancy Allen

built this small concrete structure. 1 This building served

as a residence until 1869, when it was purchased by

Masonic Lodge Number 109 for use as a home for Civil War

widows and orphans.2 The house was used for that purpose

until 1873, when it was sold to finance a new Masonic

Lodge building.3 The purchaser was none other than

Bartholomew Buerger, who used the building to store coffins

for several years thereafter.

The house is a small, 1-room deep structure,

which was probably a dog trot plan at one time. The

frame portion appears to be sheathing placed over an

apparently deteriorated portion of the original concrete

structure. The smaller windows could be those of a later

addition, but the proportions are more similar to the
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Greek Revival windows of the original structure than to

later Victorian types.

BEHRENDT HOUSE c. 1855

211 West Washington

The Behrendt House is a small 1-room deep dog

trot structure that is presently an appendage on a large

Victorian house on the Walnut Branch. It is one of the

few remaining examples of the type of concrete structure

which at one time probably made up the majority of those

in Sequin. Boom periods during the 1880s and after the

turn of the century were probably responsible for the

destruction of a great many of these buildings as they

succumbed to the combination of natural deterioration

and the demand for new buildings.

MOSES CAMPBELL HOUSE 1851

Guadalupe City
Partially demolished

One of the large residences in "Guadalupe City"

is that built by Moses Campbell, a successful Sequin

merchant. A good example of the local adaptation of the

traditional plantation format, the large verandas and

generous openings provided maximum protection from the

south Texas sun, in addition to protecting the vulnerable

concrete from the effects of water. The skill of the
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German craftsmen who designed and built the structure4 is

evident in the detailed fireplace and balusters, as well

as other woodwork.

Native walnut was the first choice in most of

these houses, and was used for flooring, fireplace and

window and door trim in the Campbell House. The early-

date of this structure and its subsequent demise (the

second story has been removed) is very likely the result

of a poor or uneven mix quality. Early structures have

proven to be the least stable, due mostly to the experi-

mental nature of the concrete wall.

Moses Campbell was originally from Bedford,

Virginia5 and established his mercantile business shortly

after arriving in Texas. He built a 2-story concrete store

around 1853 on the northwest corner of Austin and Court

Streets after purchasing the lots late in 1852.s The

second floor of this building was used as the offices for

the Sequin Journal, beginning in 1856, and later remodeled

'"oy John Ireland's law firm, using brick from the factory

of August Dietz in 1886 .7 This same brick was used in the

remodeling of the Guadalupe County Courthouse. Campbell

owned the entire block of stores along Court Street

between Austin and Camp Streets, housing Milton Watkins'

tinshop, Hamilton and Walker's drugstore, a barbershop and

space for itinerant traders.8
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DAY HOUSE

West Court Street on Walnut Branch
Demolished

James Milford Day was still a child when his

mother, widow Sarah Emery Day moved to Sequin as one of

the original shareholders . James was a noted Texas Ranger,

and is credited with building the "bluish concrete house,"9

which probably incorporated an earlier log structure built

by his mother . lo

ERNST DOLLE HOUSE c. 1854-1857

Jones and Flores Streets

Consisting of three separate structures pres-

ently, the original two buildings were probably built at

about the same time as the Johnson House (1854), judging

from the unusual similarity of the mix and its location

in "Guadalupe City," the Johnson tract located west of

the Walnut Branch. Extensively remodeled in the 1870s

or early 1880s, one of the buildings has grown several

Victorian brick appendages, which surround the original

concrete house. The other of these two remains relatively

unaltered and in deteriorating condition. The third is

presently used as a storage outbuilding and is in remarkable

condition. Without a protective coat of plaster or eaves

to protect it from direct water damage, it is virtually as

sound as a modern concrete wall, and. shows none of the
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"chalking" or other deterioration common to these buildings

Its present condition, reflecting a more stable mix,

indicates it was probably built in the late 1850s. It is,

however, remotely possible that it was built at the time

of the Victorian addition to the earlier structure and

employed a type of Portland cement available in San

Antonio at that time.11

WILLIAM DUNN HOUSE c. 1850

300 block East Center Street
Demolished

With his son Middie ton, William Dunn published

the Sequin Mercury in 1858. 12 In 1852, he was elected

sheriff, and by strange coincidence, the first Guadalupe

County jail was built across the street from his home

in 1854. 13 A printer by trade, Dunn published the Mercury,

which was the typical combination of local advertisements

and philosophy, with lengthy articles extolling the wisdom

of Aristotle, as well as the latest fashion news from

Paris, New York and New Orleans. The house is attributed

to John Park.
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WILLIAM EVANS HOUSE c. 1850

Southeast corner Travis and Court Streets
Block 29 Lot 1
Demolished

Probably built in 1850 after purchasing the lot

from Andrew Neill, the Evans house was originally a 2-room

dog run plan with an ell added later.14 The photograph

clearly indicates the concrete portion at the left, but

is ambiguous as to which is the original portion. The

chimneys at either end and the depth of the door and

window openings of the portion on the right, as well as

the 5- bay symmetry indicate it as the original section.

The apparent wood sheathing, however, is a very unusual

treatment of concrete.

William Evans owned a blacksmith shop nearby in

"back of the Dibrell property that faces Court and

Crockett" before 1857.15 It also was likely a concrete

structure, located near the blacksmith shop of Andrew

Neill on Court Street, and the livery. Smithing was a

trade much in demand at the time, as evidenced by a number

of shops, and no doubt was enhanced by the fame of Sequin

in producing fine race horses early in the 1850s and

continuing to this day. Much of this stock was brought

by such families as the Johnsons and Dibrells, who were

among many settlers who moved to Sequin from Kentucky.
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FINKELDEI-SAFFOLD STORE 1850s

100 block East Nolte
Demolished

The Finkelde i-Saf fold Store was one of several

similar enterprises located on the "Park Square" facing

the Courthouse. 16 It is probable that Bird Saffold,

who built the concrete portion of Rancho Flores, is

responsible for this structure as well.

FLORES-SAFFOLD HOUSE c. 1853

Stockdale Highway (State Route 123)

Once the setting for extravagant "barbeque

picnics and fandangoes," the ranch of Manuel Flores was

one of the earliest in the area, established around

1837. 17 Ferdinand Roemer, a German scientist exploring

Texas, visited Rancho Flores in 1846 and provides this

description:

The Rancho Flores presented an altogether different
aspect than did the farms of the American colonists.
The spacious yard was enclosed according to Mexican
custom with a palisade of mesquite trees .
connected with strips of raw oxhides. The one story-
home and various outhouses were made of logs stand-
ing perpendicular^ the crevices of which were filled
with clay.18

Bird Saffold purchased the property in 1853 and

made substantial improvements to better suit "the conve-

niences and tastes of an American slave-owning aristocrat. 19
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Included in the improvements were a concrete cistern., out-

buildings, and large sections of concrete walls. The

"remodeled." Rancho Flores must have been one of the most

impressive of the concrete buildings, despite its small

size. Finished with pink-tinted mortar, 20 the delicately

scaled building shows substantial architectural refinement

over most of its contemporaries, equaled among the concrete

buildings perhaps only by the Johnson House.

The piano nobile afforded ventilation of the full

basement, which was used for living quarters, particularly

liveable during the summer. Walnut was used for the

stairs, mantel, paneling and cabinet work, doors and

windows and other woodwork, except for the floors which

were pine.21 The walls were 12 inches thick, which is

typical for this size building, and were finished with

pink plaster similar to the outside walls. The Flores-

Saffold House can claim a rather dubious distinction in

that shortly after it was purchased by Bird Saffold,

efforts to gain clear title were met with lawsuits which

eventually established the principle of "title by posses-

sion and limitation" in Texas.22
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FORKE STORE 1850s

Southwest corner Court and Camp Streets
Block 29 Lot 4
Destroyed

Probably built by Forke, Joseph Zorn operated

a store in that location in 1854.23 According to tradi-

tion, the store was large and built of concrete. 2'

"GLEN COVE"--SMITH-HOLLAMON HOUSE c. 1854

500 block East Nolte

The original log portion of this house was

built by French Smith, one of three Smith brothers to

settle in Sequin in 1838.25 In September of that year,

the original shareholders journeyed, to "Walnut Springs"

as it was then known, and met at this cabin to divide the

shares. The Smith House continued to serve as a community

center for many years, as even the first district court

cases were heard at his residence in 1846 . 26 The concrete

portions of the house were added before 1857, when it was

sold to George B. Hollamon, who owned a store on the north

side of the square (Block 37 Lot 5) next to the store

of Joshua Young. From July of 1864 until March of 1866,

the upper floor of the Hollamon Store was used as a meeting

hall by the Masonic Lodge.2 '
Perhaps the most colorful

event to take place in Sequin for many years occurred in

1857 when a rally for Sam Houston took place. Houston was
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running for Governor and found that his popularity had

waned with his increased opposition to secession, nearly

causing a riot.28

GOODRICH HOUSE c. 1849

317 Adams Street

Washington E. Goodrich was one of many lawyers

in Sequin along with John Ireland, Steven White, Sam

Elliott and others, and was very active in affairs of

the community from the time of his arrival. Holding

numerous positions in the Masonic Lodge after its estab-

lishment in 1852, he was also mayor in 1857, and later a

district judge. In 1858 he was editor of the Sequin

Mercury for one year after its purchase by William Dunn,

and left to run the Southern Confederacy.

The house on Adams Street, altered by later

Victorian additions, is presently one of the most stable.

Minor deterioration on the east end is the only exception

to the well-preserved state of this structure. The house

has a rather large basement, used for meat storage and

root cellar, and was likely dug, like so many others, to

provide raw material for the walls.

The Goodrich School, built about 1850 at 609

South Goodrich Street, was occupied by Luke Coorpender
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for a time, before he moved to his farm, and. is also

knovra as the Bill Coorpender House.

GORDEN-WENTZ HOUSE c. 1854

Near Hillary Hall (Neill Residence)
Demolished

William H. Gorden resided near the Neill com-

pound. "Hillary Hall" off East Market Street in 1853 or

1854 and was one of the promoters of the Guadalupe High

School, in association with many others who later built

concrete buildings.30 According to Jennie Hollamon,

Gorden was a distinguished attorney, and was married at

the Smith House "Elm Grove" 31 to Illyon Hector, French

Smith's sister-in-law. The original portion of the house

was log,32 to which a frame section was later added. A

Mr. Wentz added, "a long row of concrete rooms" after

Gorden 1 s death, which were completed by Colonel Shelby

in the 187 0s. 33

GREIFENSTEIN HOUSE AND GIN 1850s

South Cherry at Tabernacle

The massing, detailing and size of the Greifen-

stein House is very similar to the original portion of

the Goodrich House on Adams Street and probably dates from

the same time. From the exterior, it appears to be in
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good condition. Greifenstein operated a gin nearby

with the growth of cotton production in the mid-1850s.

SECOND GUADALUPE COUNTY COURTHOUSE 1856-1858

Architect Stephen White
Courthouse Square
Demolished 1935

The new court-house occupying the old site, was of
concrete with walls of Stucco. The judge's stand,
nicely enclosed in an elevated railing, showed
quite an advance. Outside the walls were tinted
blue^ the cupola was surrounded by several gilded
balls, and it presented quite an imposing appear-
ance. 34

Replacing the original courthouse built in 1848,

the new courthouse was built by Ezra Keyser at a cost

of $10,000, measuring 6 4 feet by 40 feet. Each floor was

12 feet high, with walls 18 inches thick at the first

floor and 14 inches thick on the second, eventually

poured "two rounds higher" than what the original contract

called for. 35 in addition to the courthouse itself, a

concrete privy was constructed on the northwest corner

of the square, and the entire square was surrounded by

a concrete wall. Leaks in the new structure were a con-

stant problem, particularly around the cupola, built to

a design by George Srkel, as constant appropriations were

made for repairs. By this time there must have been a

number of people experienced in building in concrete, as

there were many bidders, among them Joshua Young, who
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built Sebastopol. Architect Stephen White also designed.

St. Andrew's Episcopal Church, and later moved to Austin, 33

In 1883, the courthouse was remodeled substan-

tially according to a design of Alfred Giles, the noted

Texas architect, at a cost of $30,000. The new courthouse

presented a striking appearance as well, with cut stone

arches contrasting the red (Blumberg) brick, crowned with

the cupola that left the unmistakable Giles trademark.

The furniture in the remodeled courthouse was built by

Johann Jahn, a prolific Texas cabinetmaker, who had a

shop in Sequin at the time. WPA funds and continuing

problems with leaks and overcrowding led to the court-

house' s eventual demise, and it was demolished in 1935.

GUADALUPE MALE ACADEMY 1850

500 South Austin Street
Block 3

GUADALUPH FEMALE ACADEMY 1852

West Court at Bowie
Block 30 (acre lots)
Demolished

Consistent with the aspirations of the new

settlers in Sequin was the provision of adequate educa-

tional facilities. The realization of these goals was

the completion of the Guadalupe High School in 1850.

After receiving a charter from the state in 1848 for the
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formation of "Guadalupe College," trustees joined with

another group in 1849 which formed the "Guadalupe High

School Association." Among the promoters were Samuel

Elliott, William Gordon, Andrew Neill, Michael Erskine

and John E. Park. After soliciting 50 shares at $100

each, the association contracted with John Park to build

the school on Block 3 for $5,000 in 1849. 37 It came to be

known as the Male Academy in 1852 when the Female Academy

was built on Block 30 of the acre lots on the present

site of Sequin High School. The Female Academy burned

in January 1853. 38 It is likely that it too was of

concrete, given the composition of the original trustees,

and. the presence of John Park.

Constantly in financial trouble, the Male Academy

was managed hy the Methodists from 1858 until the Civil

War, and sold to the Jesuit Fathers in 1878. It was re-

named St. Joseph's School and is presently part of St.

James parochial school. 39 The Female Academy was rebuilt

after the fire in 185340 (apparently not severely damaged),

and continued in operation for some time thereafter. It

was bought by the Jesuits in 1876 prior to their purchase

of the Male Academy and was known as "Guadalupe College."

The Academy was the location of the first meeting

of Masonic Lodge Number 109 on April 5, 1852, and served

the Lodge until 1864 when they moved to a room above
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Hollamon's Store.41 Andrew Neill negotiated for the

purchase of the Academy in 1858 for the Lodge before it

was purchased by the Methodists. The Male Academy is

presently the oldest school house in Texas continuously

serving in this capacity.

HALL-BURGES-GLENEWINKEL HOUSE Concrete portion c. 1355

214 South Travis

According to tradition, the original log portion

of this home was built by Captain Robert Hall in 1838. 42

Hall, as one of the original shareholders in Walnut

Springs, was well known as an Indian fighter, and played

an important role defending the area against Mexican

incursions long after independence.43 The west and south-

west portions (rear) of the house facing Walnut Creek

are part of the original structure. It is not known who

added the concrete section of the house, but it is likely

that it was by the Surges family. Born in 1838 in Ten-

nessee, William Burges arrived in Texas in 1855 with his

mother, later to become a law partner of John Ireland, and

J. B. Dibrell. Burges became a state legislator, widely

known for his "silver-tongued" oratory. The lower rear

portion of the house is concrete. The Burges family

eventually added the elegant Greek Revival front portion of

the house, probably in the late 1860s with the development
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of William Burges 1 law practice. The house is currently

owned, by the Glenewinkel family.

"HARDSCRABBLE"--ELLIOTT-ERSKINE HOUSE 1856

513 East Nolte

The oldest portion of the house was the log

section built by Jeremiah Roberts in 1838, one of the

original shareholders in the town of Sequin.44 Along with

Robert Hall and James Campbell, who built the original

log section of the Magnolia Hotel, Roberts was one of the

earliest settlers to build in Sequin. In 1856, Samuel

Elliott purchased the structure and added two concrete

rooms "with a hall between." It was Elliott who gave

the name "Hardscrabble " to the house. In 186 7, it was

sold to Alexander Erskine and kept in the Erskine family

until recent times. 45 Alexander Erskine was a son of

Michael Erskine of Virginia who was involved in a number

of enterprises including one of the first lumber mills,

and headed the first cattle drive from Sequin.4 While

squandering his fortune on mining misadventures in

California, the operations of the Capote Ranch and Mill

were left to Alexander and his brother Andrew. 47 The

concrete portion of the main house is in excellent con-

dition, as is the concrete smokehouse which has been con-

verted into a small guest house by the Artman family.
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HERRON BARN c. 1853

Near Moses Campbell Residence on the Herron property
(Colonel F. A. Vaughan Residence)
Ruinous

F. A. Vaughan Residence is the only solid stone

residence in Sequin built during this period. There were

apparently several outbuildings on the property of con-

crete, one of which was a large barn built by Vaughan.48

IRELAND HOUSE c. 1855

500 block North Austin Street
Acre Block 45 Lot 3
Demolished

After his marriage to Matilda Wicks, John Ireland

purchased, the property just north of the inner lots off

of Austin Street in May of 185549 and probably built the

house shortly afterward. The house was located in the

middle of Camp Street between Walnut and Ireland Streets

and was demolished when the street was extended north. 50

JAHN FURNITURE SHOP 1850s

100 block Austin Street
Demolished

The noted cabinet maker had his shop in Sequin

for a time and provided much of the furnishings for the

Guadalupe County Courthouse in 1883. 51 An old photograph

of his shop by comparison strongly indicates that the
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2-story structure was built of concrete, 52 and may have

been one of the Keyser buildings on that side of the square.

JEFFERSON HOUSE c. 1849

602 Saunders

John R. Jefferson, a cousin of Thomas Jefferson,53

operated a stage coach line headquartered in Sequin from

1854 until 1858. 54 Jefferson arrived in Sequin in 1853

after losing his fortune55 and acquired property in

Guadalupe City to tend his many horses, as well as a

tavern56 which proved to be a popular spot on Saturday

nights. According to Mrs. Weinert, the house was built

around 1849 by George Hollamon, who was possibly involved

with the building of several concrete buildings. 57

Jefferson may have also been responsible for the Jefferson

Avenue school nearby.58

COLONEL JOSEPH F. JOHNSON HOUSE c. 1854

716 Johnson Avenue

One of the most substantial of several large

residences built in "Guadalupe City" is the Johnson House.

Built at an estimated cost of $10,000., 59 it is possible

that the house was built shortly after his arrival in

Sequin from Kentucky around 1845.so A man of substantial

means, Johnson began buying property at an early date,
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and in 1846, sold the Magnolia Hotel to Michael Erskine

and Jeremiah Calvert after making some additions.61

It is probable that this addition was that of the concrete

wing. In 1849, a cotton gin was added to his saw and

grist mills operating before this date, and likely fur-

nished the lumber for his own house. The arrival of

Prince Solms Braunfels in 1845 proved most fortuitous for

Johnson, as the woodwork in his house bears the unmis-

takable touch of the German craftsmen. Originally paneled

in walnut,62 all of the inferior trimwork is walnut

executed in Greek Revival detail. The nine over nine

windows are perhaps the most elegant of any of this period

in Sequin. The near-perfect joinery is assembled with

brass screws, which no doubt has aided their survival.

The 2-story house has a partial basement which

shows the hand-hewn cedar log floor joists. Local lore

identifying the Johnson House as part of the "Underground

Railroad" resurfaced recently when roadwork on Johnson

Avenue revealed what appeared to be a tunnel. 63 Several

curious aspects of the basement could be explained, by this

notion^ although slave quarters on the grounds tend to

negate such ideas. "Aunt Margaret's House/ the Johnson

slave quarters, provides interesting similarities and

contrasts to the elegance of the main house which was

often the "scene of old-time gaieties, soirees, parties
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and festivities/'64 as well as the Catholic Church services

in Sequin until 1872.65 "Isom's House" was very likely on

the Johnson property as well, across Johnson Avenue, the

home of a former slave who became interested in race

horses and died rich.6 An adobe house nearby (Duncan

House) is said to have been a resting place of Emily

Dickinson after her flight from the Alamo.67

Joseph Johnson was very active in Sequin from

the time of his arrival. He operated. "Johnson's Ferry"

across the Guadalupe River, near the north end of the

present Stareke Park68 for a time, in addition to his

mills. In 1848, along with John E. Park and others, he

received a charter for the formation of Guadalupe College,

which became the Guadalupe Male Academy.

Perhaps his most adventurous undertaking was the

formation of "Guadalupe City." In 1847, he purchased 738

acres west of the Walnut Branch, presently approximated by

Guadalupe Street, with Martin R. Lewis, and began pro-

moting development. Apparently, the ofttimes boggy con-

ditions in the main part of town, in addition to the

attractiveness of the area, spurred great interest.6

Guadalupe City became incorporated into Sequin in 1853.70

As a county commissioner since 1846, Johnson was active in

designating road routes and. ferry locations, an important
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detail for any land, developer. He died in 1856 while

mayor of Sequin.

EZRA KEYSER BUILDING c. 1853

100 block South River (Dependable Cleaners)

Ezra Keyser was an enterprising businessman,

who, after building his store in the east side of the

square, purchased several concrete buildings on the west

side of the square for expansion. Among these buildings

was a 2-story concrete building formerly used by Jacob

Kahn and owned by Otto Beall and others.71 Keyser apparent

ly then abandoned the use of his store east of the square

for use as county offices while he was building the new

concrete courthouse.72 It is likely that Keyser served as

contractor on other concrete projects, given his active

involvement with such structures, but there is no documen-

tation to support this assumption. Keyser's store was

one of many mercantile businesses that flourished between

1852 and the Civil War, indicating the rapid expansion of

business in Sequin in this period despite the difficulty

of travel and the constant cart-wars over hauling rights

which impaired efficient employment of limited resources.
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TOM KING HOUSE c. 1853

Belmont, 5 miles east of Sequin

In February of 1846, Ferdinand Roemer, the German

scientist, visited the farm of Thomas D. King as well as

Rancho Flores. His observations provide no clue as to

the construction of the house, and it is likely that the

concrete structure used as an inn was built around 1853.73

It was built by slave labor, using lime burned at the site

with 14-inch thick walls on a rock foundation. 74 The

house itself is a 2-story dog trot plan, the entry doors

and sidelights bearing a great deal of resemblance to

those at the Johnson House. The main section measures

approximately 50 feet by 20 feet with a concrete lean-to

on the rear and front porch, each about 10 feet deep.

Again the generous openings and the dog trot plan typify

these early structures. King was a farmer in the 1840s and.

1850s, raising mostly corn, but gained notoriety before the

war for his prize race horses, which were run in Austin,

Mobile, and New Orleans.75

KLEDE HOUSE c. 1857

100 block East Court Street
Block 31 Lot 8768 76

Destroyed

Frederick Klede built a concrete house "on the

corner" across from the Tips and Wupperman Store on Court
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Street and operated a saddlery shop on the same block.77

This part of town appears to have become the transporta-

tion center of the town very early, as there were stables

and several blacksmith shops nearby, including those

operated by Evans and Neill.

MAGNOLIA HOTEL c. 1847

203 South Crockett
Block 26 Lot 1

The Magnolia Hotel began as a modest log struc-

ture built by James Campbell circa 1838 when he bought

logs intended for use as a "block-house" on the public

square.78 This 2-room building was used by Campbell

until 1844 or 1845 when Joseph Johnson of Kentucky

purchased the property and operated a hotel after making

"certain additions." It is possible that the concrete

portion of the building was built at this time and was

completed in 1847 for the wedding of Captain John Coffee

(Jack) Hays and Susan Calvert.79 Michael Erskine and

Jeremiah Calvert, who purchased the property in 1846, were

likely responsible for the large frame addition, as the

demand for rooms grew steadily in the late 1840s. One

Dr. Read operated the Magnolia from the early 1850s80

and served meals to those answering "a loud gong which

reverberated from one side of town to the other." 81 The

bell was also used to signal a general alarm, warning of
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raids by bands of Indians or Mexicans. Jennie Hollamon

describes an anticipated attack in 1855 where all of the

children and women folk were hiding in the basement and

the ballroom in the main part of the hotel, sharpening

knives while the men readied muskets. There was no attack,

but the hotel again served as an important focal point in

the community.

The concrete building itself is similar in form

to the Campbell House at a much smaller scale, with wide

overhangs protecting the concrete walls. The basement,

probably primarily for storage has been riddled with holes

by persons digging for hidden treasure after stories grew

of valuable possessions hidden there during previous

Indian raids.82

McCULLOCH HOUSE c. 1852

Southeast of Sequin on Capote Road

The McCulloch brothers, Ben and Henry, are

better known for their exploits in the early days of

Texas' Independence than for their activities in Sequin.

Both were members of the original "Texas Rangers" under

the commands of Matthew Caldwell and Jack Hays.83 Ben

was in command of the "Twin Sisters" cannons at San

Jacinto, later commanding "McCulloch 1 s Rangers." He
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served as a U.S. Marshall in Texas in 1853 and died in

1862 while in the Confederate Army. 84

The brothers built a stone cabin around 1841 on

Mill Creek about 8 miles northeast of Sequin, and likely

used it only sporadically given the events of that time. 85

Henry McCulloch became much less active, moving more perma

nently to Sequin before 1852 when the first Masonic Lodge

was organized, partially due to his efforts. Given Ben's

wanderings, it is more likely that his brother Henry was

more directly responsible for the construction of the

concrete cabin on Capote Road, overlooking the Guadalupe.

Henry was active in state politics, serving in the legis-

lature in the late 1850s and after the Civil War. 86

The house itself appears to be perfectly suited

to sporadic habitation, particularly its size and location,

removed from the main part of town providing some relief

from a more dramatic existence.

METHODIST CHURCH 1876

Northeast corner River and Mountain Streets
Block 52
Demolished

The role played by the Methodist community found

its way into many aspects of the day to day activities in

Sequin. The circuit riding preachers furnished the

critical context for newspaper and mail communications,
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in addition to providing a- sense of continuity and com-

munity for the otherwise isolated settlements. The

Temperence movement proved to be a formidable political

entity and social organization, second only to the Civil

War perhaps in at once cementing and dividing the diverse

elements in an otherwise strict social hierarchy. In-

volved early in developing educational opportunities in

Sequin, members of the Methodist church were most active

in the Guadalupe Male and Female Academies, 87 as well as

a number of private schools.

After outgrowing the frame building constructed

in 1849, 8B the concrete church was completed shortly after

annual West Texas Conference of 1876. 89 At that time

services were held in the Guadalupe Male Academy, which

had been serving the congregation for a number of years.

The bell tower with its light framework completed a year

or two later, strongly resembles several designs by

Alfred Giles, although his name has never been associated

with the work. Aside from this feature, the church is

rather simple, and is not dissimilar to the earlier

Neill Baptist Church.
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MILLET HOUSE 1850s

Block 40
Demolished before 1870

Jennie Hollamon notes that the Samuel Millet

family lived in a 2-story concrete house which burned in

186 7.9O Millet was on the Board of Trustees for the Male

and Female Academies in 1855.91

MOORE HOUSE before 1857

Guadalupe City
Demolished

After settling in Sequin in 1844, 92 Dr. Albert B

Moore purchased a number of lots in Guadalupe City in 1857

"with improvements" from John Park, Joseph Johnson and

others for $1,200. 33 It is probable that the concrete

house was built before that time, given the former owners

and the date of purchase. A race by the early fire depart

ment ended at "the old. concrete house known as 'The Old

Moore Place. ' " 94

NAVARRO RANCH HOUSE c. 1848

2.8 miles north of Sequin off State Highway 123 on
Geronimo Creek

Demolished 1940

Jose Antonio Navarro, with his uncle Francisco

Ruiz enjoy the unique distinction of being the only native

Texans to sign the Texas Declaration of Independence in
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1836. This was but one event in Navarro's harried life

that left a great imprint in the state's history. Since

his youth, he was actively involved in the freedom fight

of Mexico from Spain, living under Spanish rule in San

Antonio de Bexar after the quelled revolution of 1813.95

After Mexico's independence in 1821, Navarro became friends

with Stephen F. Austin and was the land agent for the

Green DeWitt colony which became Walnut Springs,96 After

the ill-fated Santa Fe Expedition of 1841, he lived in

Santa Anna's dungeon in Vera Gruz until he escaped in

1845 to New Orleans by boat, and in 1846 became the first

representative of Bexar County to the State Legislature.

His ranch house on the San Geronimo was built

after his return to Texas in 1845 and. before his limestone

house and office in San Antonio in 1850. 97 It could have

been built as early as 1846, given the crude nature of the

structure, and the likelihood of his exposure to tabby

and adobe technology in Mexico. Measuring about 35 feet

by 14 feet, the 2-room structure had two fireplaces, the

center one being "large enough to accomodate about a chord

of wood." 98 According to archaeological investigations by

Robert Everett, the materials for the wall were quarried

at the site. Photographs clearly show the pour lines and

rough cedar timbers used in the framing. The original

roof was probably thatch, later covered with tin shingles.99
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Excavations exposed remains of the original floor ■which

consisted of hard packed dirt and caliche on a manmade

gravel bed, below which the concrete walls rested on

limestone bedrock. 100

ANDREW NEILL HOUSE before 1848

South Bauer and Market
Demolished

NEILL CARRIAGE HOUSE 1850s

South Bauer and Market
Demolished

NEILL CHURCH c. 1854

701 East Court
Demolished 1979

NEILL BLACKSMITH SHOP c. 1854

100 block East Court
Demolished

NEILL- IRELAND LAW OFFICE c. 1853

Gravel Street between Center Street and Nolte Street
Demolished.

Andrew Neill was one of the more prolific builders

of concrete buildings, and is only one index of his signif-

icant contributions to the growth of Sequin. After coming

to Texas from Stephensville, Ohio before 1837, 101 when he

was Captain of the first regiment of volunteers in the

battle of Plum Creek, 102 he settled in Sequin in 1838 as
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one of the original shareholders. 103 With Sam Houston and.

others, he formed, the Grand. Lodge (Masonic) of Texas in

1837, and was very active in its affairs, organizing the

Guadalupe County Lodge in 1852.104 His activities in

local affairs are well documented, and include his associa-

tion with the Guadalupe Male Academy105 and very active

real estate dealings.100 His law office was open at a

very early date, and one of his early proteges was John

Ireland. The law office on Gravel Street was likely a

convenient place to work, and was later used by Judge

W. P. Douglass as a residence. 107 The Neill Church,

serving both Baptist and Presbyterian denominations, was

begun in 1854 and not completely finished until after the

Civil War, after which it was a "colored church." 108

The main house "Hillary Hall" was a frame house

built around 1848, 109 over concrete foundations which

were discovered in the ruins, after it burned recently.

The whole complex surrounding Hillary Hall must have been

remarkable. Sited on a rock outcropping overlooking the

Guadalupe River, the house was fed by springs down below,

where a pump brought water through lead pipes.110 Remains

of extensive concrete walls still remain, and. according do

Jennie Hollamon, "several acres were covered" by these

walls. One portion utilizes concrete blocks measuring

approximately 1 foot by 1 foot by 3 feet, which along with
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other sections of monolithic wall, indicate a large degree

of experimentationwith the material. The Neill Black-

smith Shop was located on East Court Street between

Julius Glazers Shoe Shop and the 2-story carriage shop.111

Comparison with known concrete structures in a 1928 aerial

photograph indicate it was concrete as well. A concrete

carriage house next to Hillary Hall was recently demol-

ished.

OLIVER AND SHEFFIELD BUILDING 1850s

Southwest corner Austin and Center Streets11^

Block 24 Lot 1

An early photograph depicting Austin and Center

Streets clearly shows the scored 2-story Oliver and

Sheffield building. While some of the early brick

buildings in Sequin were plastered, the simple box shape,

roof pitch and window openings mark its probable concrete

origins. The three buildings adjoining it on Center

Street probably date from the same period, and are likely

of concrete as well.

JOHN E. PARK HOUSE c. 1848

South Guadalupe Street between Jefferson and Court
Demolished

j-ohn Park's own house in Sequin appears to have

been a virtual experimental laboratory, probably built
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shortly after his arrival in Sequin around 1847. 113 A

small house, it seems rather inappropriate to house Park

and his family of seven children,114 and it is not clear

if this was his only residence in Sequin.

Park's later efforts constructing the Guadalupe

Academies were much more successful, obviously the result

of extensive experimentation with the mix, which, while

similar to that in Kentucky and New York, required varia-

tion as gravel deposits varied in consistency and composi-

tion. Photographs indicate that Park went as far as to

experiment with a variation of the German "fachwerk" method

pouring the mix between timbers and boards on portions of

the exterior walls. The front of Isom's House may have

also been a similar attempt, possibly to facilitate plaster

or sheathing application, but the disadvantages of such

efforts must have been quickly realized. According to a

daughter of John Gordon, who lived in the house after the

Park family, the walls were 12 inches thick,115 which

became the typical thickness for such 1-story buildings.

WEST REAGAN HOUSE c. 1855

Guadalupe City
Demolished

John Wesley Reagan built a small house in

Guadalupe City after purchasing land in that part of

town. 116 The house is a simple structure with a central
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chimney and. large symmetrical openings and simple Greek

Revival detailing at the gable ends.

SCHMIDT HOUSE c. 1854

Martindale Road
Ruinous

The George Schmidt House, located a few miles

east of Sequin, was a rather large house with several

concrete fireplaces and chimneys, as well as a large

basement. Later concrete additions to the house indicate

a reasonable degree of familiarity with the material, and

the consistency of the wall composition is unusual for

most rural concrete buildings.

SEAY-HUMPHREYS-ERSKINE HOUSE c. 1855

902 North Austin

The rambling complex of buildings, better known

as the Humphreys-Erskine House, is the Virginia plantation

style addition made to the Caspian Seay House of 1855.

Originally a 4-room concrete structure with a scullery,

the addition was moved to Sequin around 1866 by Dr.

Benjamin Wayne Humphreys from Prairie Lea, about 30 miles

from Sequin. It was cut into three sections and moved by

oxen to its present location. 117 Dr. Humphreys moved to

Texas at age 22 after receiving his medical degree in
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Louisville, Kentucky and eventually married each of the

twin Merriweather sisters_, Ann and Mary -Jane.118

SEIDEMANN HOUSE 1850s
I1QNorthwest corner Walnut and Goodrich

Demolished

Adam Seidemann was a businessman who owned a

store on Court Street (formerly owned by Hollamon) which

was destroyed in the fire in ISO7which consumed virtually

the whole block.12°

SOUTH TEXAS PRINTING COMPANY (BAPTIST CHURCH) c. 187 7

Southwest corner Camp and Center Streets
Block 23 Lot 4

Presently in use as part of the South Texas

Printing Company, the former Baptist Church121 was built

possibly after the disaster that befell the congregation

after a large concrete church built in "the eastern part

of town" was condemned due to faulty construction.

SWIFT HOUSE before 1855

Southwest corner Austin and Nolte Streets
Demolished

One of the original shareholders in Sequin and

organizers of the Texas Rangers,123 Arthur Swift was a

successful merchant whose wealth approached a quarter of

a million dollars at the time of his death in 1855.124
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Swift also operated, a ferry 'at the expense of that of

Joseph Johnson in 1848, and in addition to fortuitous

stage coach route changes, his real estate holdings grew

substantially. His store was located in what became the

Krezdorn Jewelry Store on Court Street, and his home was

located near the present site of the Starcke Furniture

Store on Austin Street.

TOM VAUGHAN HOUSE-- " SEVEN CEDARS" c. 1856

411 South Goodrich

Attributed to Washington S. Goodrich as either

the architect or builder,125 the Tom Vaughan House is one

of the more stable of the concrete structures. The south-

east portion of the T-shaped plan forms a 2-story ell as

the site slopes, well suited to take advantage of the

summer breezes. The sleeping porches are either original

or a very early addition. Behind the house on the creek

is the Goodrich School (c, 1850) which reinforces the

probability that Goodrich was involved in the building

of this house.

JOHN P. WHITE HOUSE c. 1853

Vicinity of the Ireland House
Demolished

Mayor of Sequin in 1861, 126 Judge John P. White

also served a number of years on the Court of Appeals.
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Little else is presently known about White, who probably

built his home during the time of its early popularity.128

Consisting of a concrete and frame ell, the house exhibits

a variation of the double pitched roof form common in

early Texas architecture, usually occurring as a porch

addition or kitchen expansion. The White House, however,

employed it as a complete composition, as noted by the

location of major openings in line with what would

normally be a bearing wall, and the continuity of the wall

surface .

WICKS HOUSE c. 1854

Zuehl, Texas

Located, a few miles from Sequin, the Wicks House,

now ruinous, became the center of the settlement estab-

lished in 1880, probably by William Zuehl.129 The Zuehls

found a horse-powered cotton gin on the property probably

built by Wicks, due to the dominance of cotton farming

at that time. According to Mrs. Weinert, the house pro-

vided, the setting for the wedding of Matilda Wicks to

John Ireland, in 1854.13°
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JOSHUA YOUNG HOUSE--"SEBA STOPOL" 1854-1855

Guadalupe City
700 block West Court Street

The most famous of the concrete buildings in

Sequin is Sebastopol begun by Joshua Young in 1854 and

named after the Russian city besieged during the Crimean

War. 131 The house can be classified as Greek Revival,

particularly with regards to its detailing and siting,

but the plan appears to be relatively unique, and ideally

suited to the climate of the South. The living room opens

entirely to the front porch, creating a dramatic open

effect from the interior, a promontory from which the

Colonel could, adequately survey his holdings. A striking-

image must have been created if the HAES drawings are

accurate in indicating that the original plaster work

was tinted, maroon with cream lines imitating masonry

1 3 2joinns.
Probably built by slave labor, the house was a

significant undertaking, particularly noting the length of

the construction time no doubt lengthened to take into

account the planting and harvesting seasons. Reputedly

the architect was a Tobias Meininger, then living in

Sequin, overseen by West Reagan, but Maxson's research

indicates that this is as yet undetermined. 133 Young's

house was later occupied by members of the LeGette and
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Zorn families and is presently being restored by the

State Department of Parks and Wildlife.

Joshua Young also built a store on the northeast

corner of Austin and Court which was demolished around

1908 to make way for the First National Bank Building.

Built around 1853, the ground floor was used as a general
"1 Q A

merchandise store and Young may have conducted his

law practice upstairs.135

ANONYMOUS HOUSE 1850s

100 East Mountain

The small 1-room structure is located behind

the present Mark's Apartments. The building is apparently-

liveable and is in use as a residence.

ANONYMOUS HOUSE 1850s

Highway 123 South of the Guadalupe River Bridge

ANONYMOUS COMMERCIAL BUILDING 1850s

300 block East Court
Demolished

ANONYMOUS HOUSE

200 block East Live Oak
Demolished

During excavations for foundation work for the

relocation of the James Campbell log cabin in 1979,
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remnants of a concrete foundation were exposed.

WALLS

Little remains of what once was an extensive

system of concrete walls in Sequin. At one time, literally

acres were fenced in this method. 136 On the site of the

present Joe Brims Residence off South Bauer Street on the

old Andrew Neill property there are a variety of walls

remaining over particularly difficult terrain. One

section consists of concrete blocks, while others clearly

show the round, holes left "by metal form ties. Remnants of

walls enclosing the Ireland estate137 are presently

covered with vines, located on the southeast corner of

Camp and Mountain Streets. Photographs of the Flores-

Saffold Ranch show a great number of these walls, in

addition to the cistern. The most easily accessible

portions are located in the Riverview Cemetery located

off South River Street, and are representative of this

type of construction.

LOCKHART EPISCOPAL CHURCH 1855-1856

117 North Church Street
Lockhart, Texas

While not located in Sequin, the Lockhart

Episcopal Church was directly influenced by the phenomenon

in Sequin in the person of Reverend Dunn, a circuit rider,
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who rode between Sequin; Lockhart and Gonzales. Services

were held in Sequin at the Guadalupe Male Academy in

1853,13 when the congregation was first organized.

The construction was accomplished under tenuous circum-

stances, as several members volunteered to furnish the

roof and windows if the pastor would erect the walls,

which he did, at a cost of $600. 139

The "caliche" for the mix was quarried east of

Lockhart 140 and the mix formula and technique were de-

scribed to Dunn by a "man named Raymond, who had come to

Lockhart to start a newspaper."141 The walls are some

2 feet thick, much larger than contemporary structures in

Sequin, apparently built with an eye toward eternity.

Aside from the cedar timbers used in the roof framing,

the woodwork was walnut, including window frames and

chancel railings, which must have accented the cut and

polished limestone floor very nicely.
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Selected Photographs of Concrete
Structures in Seguin
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Allen House c. 1854

Photo: Ratchford
Collect ion

Behrendt House c. 1855

Campbell House 1851

Photo: HABS
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Dolle House c. 1854

Dolle House
Outbuilding

Dolle House
Outbuilding
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Evans House c. 1850

Photo: Ratchford
Collection

Flores-Saffold House
c. 1853

Photo: HABS

Flores-Saffold House

Photo: HABS
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Glen Cove c. 1854
(Smith-Hollamon)

Goodrich House c. 1349

Goodrich School
c. 1850
(Coorpender House)

Photo: Richard My Cue
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Goodrich School

Photo: HABS

Greifenstein House
1850s

Guadalupe County

Courthouse
c. 1856-1858

Original Concrete
Structure
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Guadalupe County
Courthouse

Alfred Giles Remodeling
of 1883

Guadalupe Male Academy

1850

Hall-Burges House

Concrete Portion
c. 1855
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Hardscrabble 1856
(Elliott-Erskine
House)

Hardscrabble
Smokehouse

Jefferson House c. 1849

Photo: Richard MyCue
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Johnson House c. 1854

Photo: HABS

Aunt Margaret's House
c. 1854

Photo: Ratchford
Collection

Isom' s House c. 1854

Photo: Ratchford
Collection
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King House c. 1853

Photo: Ratchford
Collect ion

Magnolia Hotel c. 1847

Photo: Ratchford
Collect ion

McCulloch House c. 1852

Photo: Richard MyCue
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Navarro House c. 1848

Photo: Ratchford
Collect ion

Neill Church c. 1854

Photo: Richard MyCue

Oliver and Sheffield
Store 1850s

With other concrete
buildings flanking

Photo: Seguin
Conservat ion
Soc iety
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Park House c. 1848

Photo: Richard My Cue

Reagan House c. 1855

Photo: Ratchford
Collection

Schmidt House c. 1854

Photo: Richard MyCue
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Seay-Humphreys-Erskine

House c. 1855

Portion moved from
Prairie Lea

Photo: Ratchford
Collection

Seay-Humphreys-Erskine
House

Concrete Portion

Photo: Ratchford
Collect ion

Baptist Church c. 1877

South Texas Printing
Company
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Vaughan House c. 1856
" Seven Cedars"

Photo: Ratchford
Collect ion

White House c. 1553

Photo: HABS

Young House 1854-1856

"Sebastopol"

Photo: Ratchford
Collect ion
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Anonymous Warehouse
1850s

Possibly Buerger Shop

Photo: Richard MyCue

Concrete Walls 1850s

Concrete Block Wall
1850s

Andrew Neill Property
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Concrete Wall 18 50s

Building at Kimball
Bend c. 1854

Photo: Eugene George

Milton House 1844

Milton, Wisconsin
(Altered Condition)

Photo: Milton
Historical
Society
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First Floor Plan



1
3
3

Main Floor Plan



1
3

4

North Elevation
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Details
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Door Details
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